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LARNOCK’S HEROES

Following a savage assault by the ignoble orks, repelled at extreme cost by 
the 4th Company of the Kapran Fusiliers, sanctioned psyker Inira Sana was 
one of only three personnel left functional.

Determined not to abandon the position to the enemy after the men and Determined not to abandon the position to the enemy after the men and 
women of Kaprun had bled for it, Sana used the respite afforded by the 
orks' cowardly retreat to loot the bodies of the fallen fusiliers. From them, 
she and the two remaining ratings acquired the means to seed the hill with a 
profusion of grenade traps, weapons to be set off by tripwire, and other 
cunning devices.

When the orks returned some hours later, the confusion caused in their inWhen the orks returned some hours later, the confusion caused in their in-
ferior xenos minds by the profusion of explosions took the momentum out 
of their assault. Attempting to rescue the situation, their warlord charged 
the dugout Sana was defending. The beast sought an easy victory. It was 
instead given a face-melting blast of witchfire.

The death of their warlord left the orks in a state of great confusion, 
though they did not retreat for several more hours. Sana continued to 
defend against their haphazard assaults, moving from one section of the 
ridge to the other as disparate mobs got past the traps, and destroyed these 
attacks piecemeal until the orks lost all appetite for the assault and left.

She sustained no less than four major injuries during the night's fighting, She sustained no less than four major injuries during the night's fighting, 
and by the time relief arrived from the 7th Samalutian Guard she had died 
of her wounds, leaving the injured survivors to explain the piles of enemy 
corpses littering the ridge.

Defending the ridge also saved Nasr, the town behind it, and thus its people 
refer to her as the Angel of Nasr. Sana was subsequently interred in a 
modest shrine in the town square.

Siege of Drighton's Ridge, Samalut IX, 4758032.M42.

Inira Sana
Graduated 4540999.M41

Medal of the Iron Heart (posthumous)


